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The Golden Age of Capitol Construction 
The Michigan State Capitol was built during the golden age of Capitol construction in the years follow-

ing the American Civil War. From its inception, the building was designed to serve several functions and 
roles for the state. First, and most importantly, it is the official seat of government for the State of Michigan. 
It is a public forum where people can express their opinions, and a symbol of governmental traditions and 
the state itself. Yet the Capitol is also, at its very essence, an office building, where the day-to-day functions 
of government have played out for well over a century.

When the Capitol first opened in 1879, it was state government’s only active office building, where all 
three branches of government were housed. The executive branch, including the Governor, State Treasurer,  
Secretary of State, State Librarian, Auditor General, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the  
Adjutant General, claimed most of the offices within it. The judicial branch was represented by the Supreme 
Court, which occupied offices and an elegant chamber in the east wing of the third floor. The legislative 
branch used the House and Senate Chambers, the largest and most impressive rooms in the Capitol, as well 
as offices for the Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the House, and a few committee rooms. There were no 
offices for individual legislators, who, when in Lansing for brief part-time legislative sessions, worked from 
their desks on the chamber floors.
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Michigan’s present Capitol, the state’s third, opened on January 1, 1879, to great acclaim. 
Image Courtesy of the Archives of Michigan



The Auditor General, the Insurance Bureau, and
the Superintendent of State Property

The office of the Auditor General was designed to be one of the largest spaces 
within the new building. Architect Elijah E. Myers located the suite on the east side 
of the south corridor on the first floor. It wrapped around the corner to the south 
side of the east wing, creating a space in the shape of a backwards “L.” The Capitol’s  
original floor plans suggest that the entire suite originally contained eight rooms, 
plus a fireproof vault in which important documents were stored. 

Plans, however, do not always  
equate to reality. A recently  
rediscovered “Michigan State 
Capitol Direc tory” compiled by 
A. L. Bours, the Superintendent  
of State Property, around 1879, 
noted that this wing also contained 
offices for the Commissioner of 
Insurance and the Superintendent 
of State Property. Exactly which  
entity used which rooms remains 
a mystery, though logic pre-
scribes that the Auditor General’s  
staff worked in the northern- 
most rooms adjoining the east 
wing, where the department had 
additional offices. 
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The Capitol’s original 
hand inked floor plans still  
survive in the Archives of 
Michigan. The first floor 
plan included suggested  
locations for each depart- 
mental office—some of 
which were ultimately 
changed. 
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The first man to serve as Auditor General in the new Capitol  
was W. Irving Latimer of Big Rapids. Born in New York, Latimer  
worked on the Erie Canal as a young man before moving  
to Chicago, Illinois, and then Newaygo, Michigan. After  
the Civil War, he moved to Big Rapids, and, in 1872 was 
elected Treasurer of Mecosta County.1 In 1878, the people  
of Michigan sent him back to the Capitol as the state’s Auditor  
General, returning him to that position again in 1880.2 Latimer 
was joined in his new Capitol office by Hubert R. Pratt, a longtime  
Deputy Auditor General, and Henry Humphrey, Bookkeeper. 

The Auditor General’s top level staff was in turn assisted by a 
bevy of clerks who executed audits and kept a myriad of records. A 
glance at the Auditor General’s 1879-1880 report indicates that sixty- 
eight extra clerks were also employed by the department for at least 
part of the fiscal year. Of this number, thirty-one were women.3  

The first men to work next door, in the rooms assigned to 
the Insurance Bureau, were State Commissioner Samuel H. Row,  
Deputy Commissioner Henry N. Lawrence, and Clerk H.W. Walker.  
Born in Washtenaw County, Row came to Lansing after serving in 
the Civil War with Company B of the 20th Michigan Volunteers. He  
worked in the Secretary of State’s office before being named the state’s  
first Insurance Commissioner in 1871 by Governor Baldwin. Reap-
pointed by Governors Bagley, Croswell, and Jerome, he eventually 
left state service for the private sector. At the time of his death in 
1909, he was the state agent for the National Insurance Company.4

Henry N. Lawrence served as the Deputy Commissioner for 
many years under Row and two successors. Born in New York,  
Lawrence emigrated to Michigan with his family as a child. In 1869,  
he began his state service as a clerk in the House of Representatives.  
Upon its 1871 formation, Lawrence moved into the new Insurance  
Bureau, where he worked for many years.5 A prolific writer and  
record keeper, Lawrence helped foster Lansing’s public library, 

where a wonderful collection of his papers and family photographs survive today.  
Among the items is a photograph of the northeast corner of Capitol Square and a  
diary containing a short description of the Capitol’s dedication on January  1, 1879. 
“Was a beautiful day and a very busy one at the Capitol, with all the officials . . .  
The ceremonies of the formal acceptance of the building were quite interesting . . . The 
Governor’s reception was a crowded affair, but pleasant . . . ”6

Like the rest of the Capitol, these suites were designed to be both functional and  
beautiful, as befitted a growing and prosperous state. “The offices throughout are elegantly 
fitted up,” a reporter wrote following his visit on January 1, 1879, for the Capitol’s official  
dedication. “All of the doors are massive in finish, and fitted with locks specially made to order  
and being on bronze hinges, and bearing the arms of the state.”7 Passing through the 
main doorway, visitors stepped onto a colorful Brussels wool wall-to-wall carpet, laid 
in strips and carefully sewn together by hand. Sturdy and tasteful polished walnut  
desks, chairs, tables, and bookcases stood at attention, ready for use. Tall windows, framed 
by crisp wooden pocket shutters, ushered in natural light, while elegant new gas chandeliers,  
purchased from the Mitchell Vance Company in New York, gleamed overhead.

This early Capitol Directory  
survives in the Jenison  
Collection, a series of  
six scrap books compiled  
to record the Capitol’s  
1872-1878 construction 
by historian and collector  
O.A. Jenison. 

Image Courtesy of the 
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Interestingly, Bours’s directory also notes that some 
of the Auditor General’s staff worked on the ground floor 
in the east wing at the time the Capitol opened. These less  
impressive rooms, which never made it into the newspaper, 
were linked to the elegant rooms above by a small iron stair-
case, carefully drawn on the original Capitol floorplans.8

Early Changes
As might be expected, changes to these offices, and the rest of the Capitol, were constant. Two major  

improvements were launched in the 1880s, only a few years after the building opened. First, starting in 1885,  
electricians began wiring the Capitol for a new technology—electric lights. Prior to this, the Capitol was lighted  
entirely by gas fixtures. That same year, painters began to decorate the Capitol’s plain white plaster walls with an  
array of rich colors and ornate designs. Slowly, every room was transformed by artists who stenciled, grained,  
marbled, and striped beautiful motifs on the walls and ceilings.

In 1892, the State Board of Auditors directed the Superintendent of the Capitol to survey the building and its  
contents. He recorded his findings in their annual bound report, which survives to this day. The completed  
inventory indicates that the Auditor General’s suite contained dozens of desks and chairs, many bookcases and 
filing cases, stools, two iron safes, letter presses, electric clocks, and, for the personal use of the Auditor when  
visiting Lansing, a folding bed.9 This last object serves as a reminder that most Auditors General did not live in  
Lansing, and in some cases, served as somewhat absent figureheads. Instead the Deputy Auditors General, who were 
generally local residents, administered the office and oversaw its staff on a daily basis. 

Turn of the century photographs of the ground 
floor offices show busy spaces full of tables at which 
many men and women worked closely together. 
These rooms were furnished with oilcloth floorcover-
ings (an early sort of linoleum), tables, rolling chairs, 
and a number of gas and electric lights. Posters,  
pictures, and flags decorated the walls, which were 
painted a plain, solid light color. 
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The Auditor General’s staff was among the first to move into rooms 
on what was then called the basement level. Unlike most of the 
ground floor rooms, this suite was furnished with stylish office  
furniture, a patterned floorcovering, and a chandelier similar to 
those found upstairs.

Image Courtesy of the Archives of Michigan

Male and female clerks worked together in close quarters in the Capitol,  
as seen in this c. 1900 photograph. Some staff members clerked for thirty 
to forty years, whereas others spent only a year or two in government 
before leaving for the private sector, or, in the case of some women,  
marrying. 

Image Courtesy of the Archives of Michigan



Another photograph, taken around 
1920, shows that nearly all of these items 
had been replaced and updated. One  
of the most noticeable changes is the  
introduction of a number of typewriter 
machines, operated by young women 
sitting nearly elbow to elbow at wooden  
desks. They were joined in the room 
by two men, one of whom gazes on in  
supervisory fashion.  

During this period, the following Auditors General worked in this space.10

 1879-1882 W. Irving Latimer 1905-1908 James B. Bradley

 1883-1886 William C. Stevens 1909-1932 Oramel B. Fuller

 1887-1890 Henry H. Aplin 1933-1935 John K. Stack, Jr.

 1891-1892 George W. Stone 1935-1936 John J. O’Hara

 1893-1896 Stanley W. Turner 1937-1938 George T. Gundry

 1897-1900 Roscoe D. Dix 1939-1944  Vernon J. Brown

 1901-1904 Perry F. Power

From the time the Capitol opened in 1879, a  
small but growing number of women and  
people of color worked in departmental offices. 
Wilmot Johnson, the African American man at 
the center desk, clerked in the Auditor General’s  
office for thirty-three years. 

Image Courtesy of the Archives of Michigan
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By the 1920s the walls of the Capitol  
rang with the clicking and dinging of  
typewriting machines. Popular culture  
quickly came to associate the machines  
and the women who operated them, who 
were themselves called “typewriters.” 

Image Courtesy of the Archives of Michigan

. . . the walls of the Capitol 
rang with the clicking  

and dinging of  
typewriting machines.



According to the same 1892 inventory, the smaller office of the Insurance  
Commission contained a number of tables and chairs, ten bookcases, two mirrors,  
six wastebaskets, one electric clock, a set of post office scales, three step ladders, one 
sofa, one official seal, two water coolers, one carpet sweeper, one walnut commode, 
and, as might be expected, a folding bed.

The Insurance Bureau was ultimately squeezed out of the Capitol around 1919 
when the Board of State Auditors moved it to the (privately owned) Bauch building. 
Here the bureau remained until moving into the newly completed State Office Building 
(now known as the Elliott-Larsen Building) in 1922.

During this period, the following Commissioners of Insurance worked in this 
space.11 

 1871-1883 Samuel H. Row 1899-1900 Harry H. Stevens

 1883-1885 Eugene Pringle 1901-1910 James V. Barry

 1885-1891 Henry S. Raymond 1910-1911 Marion O. Rowland

 1891-1893 Wm. E. Magill 1911-1913 Calvin A. Palmer

 1893-1897 Theron F. Giddings 1913-1917 John T. Winship

 1897-1899 Milo D. Campbell 1917-1923 Frank H. Ellsworth

The Mid-Twentieth Century
The next time these offices appeared in the known historical record was in 1941, 

when the State Treasurer’s office surveyed the Capitol and inventoried the number of 
people, pieces of furniture, and machines in the building. The accompanying floor 
plan shows that the Auditor General had lost some of his floor space to the Attorney  
General, whose staff now occupied offices on both sides of the corridor.12 The plans from 
this period also contain a new numbering system. In 1941, the Auditor General’s rooms 
in the east wing were known as 103 and 104, whereas his spaces in the south corridor 
were 137, 138, and 139.13 To make up for this loss, the Auditor General used an increas-
ing number of ground floor spaces numbered 3, 4, 25, 26, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, and 38. In  
addition, the staff shared space in rooms 1, 2, and 33, with the Treasury and the Land Bank.14

The accompanying inventory of the number of people, pieces of furniture, and ma-
chines in each space testifies to their crowded nature. Thirty-two staffers shared the first 
floor offices, while eighty-one people worked in the ground floor rooms. All combined, 
the offices contained 114 desks, eight tables, 109 files, ten machines, and 156 bookcases.15

Two years later, in 1943, Treasury repeated the exercise. This time, they included not 
only the number of people, pieces of furniture, and machines housed in each office in 1943, 
but also in 1940. As was true in many facets of state government during the war, the number 
of people working for the Auditor General during the war temporarily declined. In 1940, 
the combined first and ground floor offices housed seventy-nine staffers, whereas only  
sixty-five people worked there by 1943. These shifts were probably due to male employees 
enlisting in the armed forces, and women moving into defense related industries. As might 
be expected, the number of desks and tables decreased, while the number of machines,  
files, and bookcases increased.16
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In 1957, architect George R. Page prepared another set of mid-twentieth century  
drawings for the Buildings and Construction Division of the Michigan State Adminis-
trative Board. Page’s drawings indicate that the Auditor General continued to occupy the 
same rooms as in the previous decade. These rooms now bore new identifiers, with the 
eastern set marked 102 and 103, and the southern trio named 126, 127, and 128. Interest-
ingly, Page also noted that room 127 included a mezzanine, or half-floor, another symptom 
of the Capitol’s increasingly overcrowded condition.17 

During this period, the following Auditors General worked in this space.18

 1939-1944  Vernon J. Brown 1956-1959 Frank S. Szymanski

 1945-1946 John D. Morrison 1959-1961 Otis S. Smith

 1947-1950 Murl K. Aten 1961-1964 Billie Sunday Farnum19

 1951-1954 John B. Martin, Jr. 1965-1982 Albert Lee

 1955-1956 Victor Targonski
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By the 1940s, space in the increasingly crowded Capitol was at a premium. Only the largest, most powerful departments  
retained their Capitol suites, while smaller divisions used rooms in the State Office Building, or in rented quarters downtown.   
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The Legislature Moves In
The late 1960s and early 1970s were times of great change in 

the Capitol building. After ninety years of shuffling, squeezing, and  
relocating, the decision was made to dramatically remodel many of 
the offices in the Capitol. The action was motivated by a number of  
factors, including the state’s move to a full-time legislature. This had  
dramatic repercussions for the Capitol building, where the pace 
of business in both House and Senate spaces increased signifi-
cantly. As the number of legislators spending every week in  
Lansing rose, the call for additional office space reached a fever  
pitch. In order to accommodate all of these members, 
space had to be found—preferably in the Capitol. Governor  
Romney’s preferred solution called for the construction of a new  
Capitol. While significant steps were taken towards this ambitious goal, 
ultimately the project was tabled over cost and aesthetic concerns.

When it became clear that a new Capitol was not to be, another  
solution was proposed. Why not reconfigure the Capitol’s offices and 
committee rooms? The timing seemed ideal, as several of the building’s  
longtime departmental occupants, including the Auditor General’s  
office, were moving out of the Capitol and into other office buildings in 
downtown Lansing.

A scheme was developed to capture new space in the old building 
by subdividing the rooms in half to create two ten-foot tall offices, one 
above the other. From 1969 to 1972, almost every office on the Capitol’s 
first, second, and third floors received an overfloor (sometimes called 
half-floors or mezzanines). At the same time, offices were modernized 
by adding drop ceilings, fluorescent lighting, and institutional carpeting 
and furnishings. Original decorative paint had already been covered by 
layers of overpaint, paneling, and wallpaper. Almost every vestige of the 
Capitol’s original elegance and character had disappeared. 
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Several of the plans considered for the new Capitol in the 1960s  
contained three buildings—designed to house and symbolize the three 
branches of government—and a central pylon. 

Image Courtesy of the Michigan State Capitol Collection

Offices, corridors, and even the lobby into the House 
Chamber, seen here, were sliced in half horizontally to 
create additional office space in the late 1960s and early 
1970s.  

Image Courtesy of the Michigan State Capitol Collection



Office Occupants
By the publication of the 1973-1974 Michigan Legislative Handbook, this suite of rooms was being used as House 

member offices. A survey of the handbooks indicates that the following members and one committee worked in this 
space over the years. 

Please note that the district numbers in the table reflect those in use at the time each respective handbook was 
printed.20 

1977-1978 Sen. Gary G. Corbin 25th District Clio Rm. 124
 Sen. Jack Faxon 7th District Detroit Rm. 124
  Municipalities and Elections Committee   Rm. 124
 Sen. William Faust 13th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. William VanderLaan 31st District Grand Rapids Rm. 127A

1979-1980 Sen. Gilbert J. DiNello 26th District E. Detroit Rm. 124
 Consumer Affairs Committee   Rm. 124
 Sen. Jack Faxon 7th District Detroit Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 13thDistrict Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. Alvin J. DeGrow 28th District Pigeon Rm. 127A

1981-1982 Sen. Gilbert J. DiNello 26th District E. Detroit Rm. 124
  Municipalities and Elections Committee   Rm. 124
 Sen. Jack Faxon 7th District Detroit Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 13th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. Alvin J. DeGrow 28th District Pigeon Rm. 127A

1983-1984 Sen. David N. Serotkin 9th District Mt. Clemens Rm. 124
 Sen. Jack Faxon 15th District Southfield Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 12th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. James A. Barcia 34th District Bay City Rm. 127A
  Agricultural, Consumers,  

   and Veterans’ Affairs Committee   Rm. 127A

1985-1986 Sen. David S. Holmes Jr. 4th District Detroit Rm. 124
 Sen. Phil Arthurhultz 33rd District Whitehall Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 12th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. Rudy J. Nichols 8th District  Rm. 127A

1987-1988 Sen. David S. Holmes Jr. 4th District Detroit Rm. 124
 Sen. Phil Arthurhultz 33rd District Whitehall Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 12th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. Rudy J. Nichols 8th District  Rm. 127A
 Judiciary Committee   Rm. 127A

1989-1990 Sen. David S. Holmes Jr. 4th District Detroit Rm. 124
 Sen. Phil Arthurhultz 33rd District Whitehall Rm. 124A
 Sen. William Faust 12th District Westland Rm. 125
 Sen. Rudy J. Nichols 8th District  Rm. 127A
 Judiciary Committee   Rm. 127A

1991-1992  The office is not listed in the 1991-1992 Legislative Handbook and Directory, as the offices were then  
undergoing restoration. 
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The Capitol’s Restoration
In 1987, the Michigan Senate and the House 

of Representatives began the process of restoring  
Michigan’s Capitol. Chief among their goals was to return  
the building to its original Victorian grandeur while 
modernizing the many outdated systems within it. 
They sought to make the Capitol a living, working  
museum, where the functions of government would 
continue to play out in a beautiful and inspiring his-
torical setting. In order to carry out this mission, 
the restoration team, made up of supportive elected  
officials, architects, craftspeople, and artists, would need 
to touch every single space in the Capitol, including  
the offices once home to the Auditor General, the  
Insurance Bureau, and the Superintendent of State  
Property.

Changes came swiftly. Overfloors and suspended ceil ings were removed,  
returning the height of the rooms to their full twenty-two feet. Tradespeople  
rerouted and disguised ductwork, wiring, and sprinkler heads. Appropriate carpeting,  
designed using colors and patterns from the Victorian era, and period inspired  
furnishings, were crafted and installed. Skilled designers and craftspeople used photo-
graphs to recreate original gas lighting fixtures removed in the early twentieth century. New  
windows, neatly trimmed with appropriate wood shutters and draperies, replaced old. 

When the restoration  
began in 1987, no one 
knew the extent of the 
art in the Capitol’s offices.  
Decorative artists spent 
months investigating and 
revealing the original mo-
tifs and color schemes, all 
of which were carefully  
recorded and recreated. 

Image Courtesy of the 
Michigan State Capitol 
Collection

A carpenter planes door trim in Room S108 
during the Capitol’s restoration.

Image Courtesy of the Michigan State  
Capitol Collection

Overfloors and  
suspended ceilings  
were removed, . . .
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Of particular importance to the restoration was the recreation of the  
Capitol’s historic decorative artwork. Michigan’s Capitol contains approxi-
mately nine acres of hand painted art. A variety of techniques were used in 
the building when it was decorated in the 1880s, including stenciling, striping, 
marbling, and gilding. Over the years, the artwork was painted over many 
times as styles changed. For the first time, careful research was undertaken 
to determine the original colors and decorative paint motifs found in these 
rooms. These colors and motifs were then replicated by talented decorative 
artists who used traditional techniques to return the room to a proper late 
nineteenth century appearance. 

One of the techniques used in this space is that of woodgraining. The  
original Capitol building commissioners made the decision to use white pine 
as the dominant wood throughout the building. White pine was relatively  
inexpensive and available in abundance in this period. They did not  
intend, however, for people to recognize the wood as pine. Once the pine was  
installed, it was woodgrained—that is, painted carefully to mimic a more  
expensive wood—by talented artists. In the Capitol, painters transformed 
yards of humble pine by painting it with the grain of walnut, the most  
fashionable (and therefore rather expensive) choice of the 1870s. The  
technique that they used was replicated by modern decorative painters during 
the restoration, who labored many hours to apply the necessary seven layers 
of paint needed to mimic the late nineteenth century process. 

The restoration of the Capitol was 
completed in the fall of 1992. Rededica-
tion ceremonies held on November 19  
and 20 of that year celebrated the success 
of the project, which won many significant 
state and national preservation awards. 
That same fall, the building was officially  
designated a National Historic Landmark,  
the highest honor accorded historic  
structures in America.
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Plasterers cast a large number of decorative  
elements during the restoration. These pedi - 
ments were later placed above the doors and 
carefully woodgrained to have the appearance 
of walnut.

Image Courtesy of the Michigan State Capitol 
Collection

The Capitol’s traditional woodgraining recipe calls 
for oil paints, umber pigment, and stale beer, which 
serves as the binder.

Image Courtesy of the Michigan State Capitol  
Collection

The restoration 
of the Capitol  

was completed in 
the fall of 1992.



Post Restoration Use
The completion of the Capitol’s restoration brought with it the need to resolve matters concerning the  

identification and future use of the Capitol’s rooms, including this suite, which now serves as the office of the  
Senate Majority Leader. (No committees have met in this office space since the restoration.) A new numbering  
system, devised by Capitol Preservation Architect Richard C. Frank, was introduced indicating the ownership of the 
space (House, Senate, Executive, etc.) and the room’s number. The Auditor General’s old suite was renumbered to 
S102, S104, S104A, S106, S106A, S108, S108A, S108B, S110, and S110A. 

The following members have served in this suite since the Capitol’s restoration.21

1993-1994 Sen. Dick Posthumus 31st District Alto Rm. S106

1995-1996 Sen. Dick Posthumus 31st District Alto Rm. S106

1997-1998 Sen. Dick Posthumus 31st District Alto Rm. S106

1999-2000 Sen. Dan L. DeGrow 27th District  Rm. S106

2001-2002 Sen. Dan L. DeGrow 27th District  Rm. S106

2003-2004 Sen. Kenneth R. Sikkema 28th District  Rm. S106

2005-2006 Sen. Kenneth R. Sikkema 28th District  Rm. S106

2007-2008 Sen. Michael D. Bishop 12th District Rochester Rm. S106

2009-2010 Sen. Michael D. Bishop 12th District Rochester Rm. S106

2011-2012 Sen. Randy Richardville 17th District Monroe Rm. S106

2013-2014 Sen. Randy Richardville 17th District Monroe Rm. S106

2015-2016 Sen. Arlan B. Meekhof 30th District Grand Haven Rm. S106

2017-2018 Sen. Arlan B. Meekhof 30th District Grand Haven Rm. S106

2019-2020 Sen. Mike Shirkey 16th District Clarklake Rm. S106

2021-2022 Sen. Mike Shirkey 16th District Clarklake Rm. S106

2023-2024 Sen. Winnie Brinks 29th District Grand Rapids Rm. S106
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